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WE CAN’T WAIT
TO CURL!
Goldline Curling has always been proud to be a company
made up of curlers. From logistics to finance, management,
customer service and retail, our team is full of people who
are passionate about the sport of curling.

The World’s Largest Curling Store at our Mississuaga, ON head office.

Like most of you, our clubs shut down in March 2020. Some
of us managed to get a few weeks of curling in during
this past season, but most of us sat watching for positive
announcements, hoping we’d get back on the ice soon.
While we missed most of this past season, we’ve been
thrilled to see the creative ways curlers have remained
engaged throughout a challenging year! Your love and
passion for this sport is truly inspiring.
As we put together this catalogue, things are looking
hopeful for next season. Vaccines are being rolled out here
at home in Canada, and around the world. We’ve asked
about everyone’s plans to return to curling in the fall, and
the overwhelming response has been excitement to get
back on the ice!
No matter where you are, we hope that you and your friends
and family have stayed safe over this past year, and we look
forward to seeing you on the ice this coming fall. As always,
we are here to support the broader curling community,
plus you and your passion for the sport of curling!

Our Executive Team: Andrew Brett, Erin Flowers and Pete Townshend.

ALWAYS INNOVATING
As we enter a new decade Goldline continues to work
diligently researching, testing and improving our products. In
this catalogue you will find our very latest creations...
CURLING SHOES - Who says curling shoes have to be black!
Our G50 line continues to evolve in design and performance
as we introduce the Azul, Fuego and Swagger. Page 4 & 5
CURLING BROOMS - Maximize your sweeping skills. Our
patented AIR X Head is now offered on our Carbon Fiber and
Fiberlite Brooms. Page 6 &7
RENTAL PROGRAMS - Is your club looking to establish a
rental program for shoes / brooms / sliders and host of other
item? Page 11
THE LATEST FANWEAR - Look great on and off the ice with
our extensive Pinty’s Grand Slam Collection of apparel. Curling
and Tacos anyone? Page 15

WHEREVER THERE’S CURLING,
THERE’S GOLDLINE.

GROWING THE SPORT

Our passion for the sport has lead us to a
number of great partnerships, always with an
eye on how we can help to grow the game!

ARM: 2” x 2” PVC patch

OFFICIAL CURLING
EQUIPMENT SUPPLIER TO

OTTAWA VALLEY
CURLING ASSOCIATION

BONSPIEL SPONSOR

TEAM HOMAN - OLYMPIANS & WORLD CHAMPIONS

TEAM BOTTCHER - 2021 BRIER CHAMPIONS

TEAM MUIRHEAD - OLYMPIC MEDALISTS & WORLD CHAMPIONS

LGBTQ+

BONSPIELS AND
COMMUNITY
INVOLVEMENT

TEAM YOSHIMURA - PINTY’S GRAND SLAM FINALISTS

TEAM GUNNLAUGSON - BRIER 2021 TEAM MANITOBA

TEAM SINNETT

THE GOLDLINE BONSPIEL
CANADA’S OLDEST AND
LARGEST BONSPIEL

TEAM TURMANN/LILL TEAM ESTONIA

JOHN MORRIS OLYMPIC MEDALIST

MEET SOME OF OUR PARTNERS
My name is Andrew Paris,
I’m a Nova Scotia curler,
coach and former sport
administrator.
On June 18, 2020 Goldline Curling
made a statement that we have not
done enough to support [minorities]
in curling. That statement was just a
beginning for us, as we started down
a path of learning and partnership.
In February, 2021 we announced our
#unitedwecurl initiative. You can learn
more at unitedwecurl.com.

My name is Greyden
Yee Louison, I’m a
Saskatchewan First Nation
curler from a reservation
called Kahkewistahaw
First Nation #72.

My name is Deb Martin,
New Jersey based
curler, and I’m a crazy
fangirl who just can’t get
enough when it comes
to curling.
JOIN THE CONVERSATION
There are exciting projects
already in the works, so
please continue to watch for
additional announcements.
#ChangeTheFaceOfCurling
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FUEGO

CURLING SHOES

Speed 11

$259.99

Curling is a sport of passion, balance, teamwork and
above all fun. Goldline shoes embody these values.
Born from our extensive R&D we apply the most
innovative technologies using a selection of the
finest materials. Our shoe designs satisfy the needs
of the professional athlete as well as the passionate
casual curler.

Performance, stability, speed and comfort are
the winning features of our shoe line.
All of our styles come equipped with Goldline’s
gripper technology, the gold standard of stability.

AZUL

Speed 11

$259.99

SIZES (FOR ALL STYLES)
Men’s 7 to 12 (full and half sizes),
plus 13, 14 and 15
Women’s 5 to 10 (full and half sizes)

•

Goldline breaks new ground again with Fuego and
Azul, adding vibrant colours and trend-setting style to
our popular G50 platform.

•

Wrapped in our signature IceKnit fabric, this limited
quantity shoe is lightweight, durable, insulated for
warmth and very flexible.

•

Rated as speed 11, Fuego and Azul feature a 1/4”
Teflon slider, ideal for experienced curlers looking to
maximize their slide.

•

Available for right handed curlers only.

CYCLONE

BREEZE

$249.99

$154.99

Speed 11

Speed 5

•

STORM
Speed 8

Built on our popular G50 platform, Breeze features a
3/32” Speed 5 Teflon for curlers more comfortable with
a slower slide and is available for right and left handed
curlers.

$209.99

CUSTOM SHOE SERVICES

SWAGGER

$139.99

Goldline can convert your favourite pair of shoes
into curling shoes or repair your existing curling
shoes and give them new life.
Contact us for more information!

5” x 14” Material Slab

•

All three styles are built on our popular G50 platform. Each
is wrapped in our IceKnit fabric – lightweight, durable and
insulated for warmth and very flexible.

•

Cyclone and Storm feature an upgraded Teflon for added speed
and durability. Storm with a 5/32” Speed 8 and Cyclone with the
faster 1/4” Speed 11. Both are available for right or left handed
curlers.

•

Our Swagger with its double gripper technology and warm
IceKnit fabric is perfect for the stick curler, ice technician or
coach.

3/32” Teflon
5/32” Teflon
1/4” Teflon
Gripper

DIY

Installed

$39.99
$79.99
$104.99
$19.99

$89.99
$119.99
$149.99
$39.99

Toe Coat Kit (coats 4 to 6 shoes) — $44.99
Toe Coat Application — $29.99
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BROOMS

Lighter brooms are easier to push, making them more effective.
When it comes to weight, it’s all about the handle, which is why
Goldline offers both carbon fiber and fiberlite brooms.

CARBON FIBER AIR
1” or 1-1/8” $159.99

Carbon Fiber is the lightest handle material available. Its stiff nature
translates more of your force directly into the ice, making this the most
effective tool for sweeping.

•

Air X Curling Broom features an Air X Head, which is 16% larger and more
effective when sweeping for weight.

•

AIR and AIR X heads feature a sliding bar, and are durable and very
lightweight with full 360° rotation.

•

A spring lock system is standard for quick head replacement as well as a
snap fit design that facilitates quick and easy AIR and AIR X pad changes.

FIBERLITE AIR

1” or 1-1/8” $109.99

FIBERLITE AIR X
1” or 1-1/8” $109.99
•

The number one choice of curling broom in the
world today.

•

Each Fiberlite is equipped with either an AIR or
AIR X head and pad.

•

Featuring composite handles with high strength to
weight ratios and an AIR Head with full 360° rotation.

•

Honeycomb construction of heads reduces weight,
while optimizing strength and durability.

•

Each Fiberlite comes equipped with the same unique
head and pad changing systems found on our Carbon
Fiber brooms.

RED DRAGON
SILVER ICE
LIMELIGHT
BLUE STEEL
AURORA
WHITE GOLD

WATER

•

WIND

1” or 1-1/8” $159.99

EARTH

FIRE

CARBON FIBER AIR X

TEAM HOMAN – OLYMPIANS AND WORLD CHAMPIONS

FG360 AIR

SILVER

1” or 1-1/8” $89.99
•

With the addition of the lightweight AIR
Head, fiberglass brooms are no longer
heavy. The FG360 features an AIR Head with
full 360° rotation.

•

All three colours of the FG360 AIR come
equipped with an Airway pad.

BLUE

RED

FG AIR

1” only $73.99
•

The FG AIR broom features a fiberglass
handle and a stationary version of our
revolutionary AIR Head. It is ideal for new
curlers or as a club broom.

•

Each FG AIR comes equipped with an
Airway pad.

BEST VALUE IN
CURLING BROOMS

RED
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SABER
HEAD $79.99

TELESCOPING
EXCALIBER $74.99

le
Hand

This unique 2-in-1 device is both
a stick and a broom. allowing
you to deliver and sweep with
the same piece of equipment. It
now comes with quick release
hosel.

FG 1”

$129.99

e
andl
r 1” H
S il v e

SABER

Blue

DELIVERY DEVICES

EXCALIBER
DELIVERY
STICK $74.99
The Excaliber features the
cleanest release of any
delivery device, and fits all
rock handles.

Features a tough but lightweight
aluminium telescoping handle.
The length adjusts from 41” to
a fully extended 67”. There is a
30” foam grip for warmth and
comfort.

EXCALIBER
HEAD $44.99
Head only. Fits your existing
1” or 1-1/8” handle.

Head with Norway pad.
Fits your existing 1” or
1-1/8” handle.

ARROW DELIVERY
DEVICE $79.99
Collapsible 2-piece design for easy
transportation. Levels and squares the
shoulders, providing a stable sliding platform.
Comfortable foam hand grip.

SCEPTER

$79.99

The Scepter’s molded plastic elements are lightweight
and come apart readily for travel or storage. The handle is
covered with a comfortable foam grip. Because it is the same
height as a rock, it provides a solid balance platform and
causes the shoulders to be square. Teflon feet provide a low
resistance and smooth delivery.

HEADS & PADS
AIR HEAD

AIR X HEAD $44.99

$44.99

Lightweight construction to maximize the ability
to sweep effectively. Sliding edge for a balanced
delivery. The AIR Head features a spring lock
system that enables quick head replacement. You
can easily swap one onto your existing 1” or 1-1/8”
handle. The snap fit pad attachment on the AIR
Head facilitates quick and easy pad replacement.

AIRWAY & AIRWAY X

Sweep more effectively for weight.
All of the features of our AIR Head
but with a larger surface area.
Features a sliding bar and sliding
edge to accommodate any angle
of the broom at delivery. Fits your
existing 1” or 1-1/8” handle.

$22.99

Optimal dependability and effectiveness for the recreational curler. The snap fit is compatible with
our AIR Heads and enables quick and easy replacement. The Airway allows the curler to sweep
more precisely for line through focused weight transfer to a precise and smaller surface area. The
new Airway X allows you to sweep more effectively for weight dragging the rock further with a
larger surface area.

BROOM HEAD
COVER $12.99
Breathable stretch fabric
allows broom head to dry
while covered.

AIR PRO &
AIR PRO X $25.99
Certified to meet WCF specifications.
Ideal for use by competitive players
entering events requiring WCF sanctioned
pads. Snap fit provides quick & easy
replacement. Compatible with AIR Head.
AIR

fluorescent orange | lime | red | blue | plum | pink

NORWAY

$29.99

Purpose selected fabric in combination with a ridged surface make Norway an effective, durable
and popular pad on the market.

X
PRO

AIR

OVAL PRO

PRO

sport yellow

$18.99

Certified to meet WCF specifications.
Ideal for use by competitive players
entering events requiring WCF
sanctioned pads. Compatible with
standard oval heads.

fluorescent orange | lime | red | blue | pink
sport yellow
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EQUIPMENT PACKAGES
Goldline equipment packages include the essential curling
equipment that every curler needs from NOVICE to PRO.

GOOD
LEVEL 1 PACKAGE

$244.98

JUST GETTING
STARTED?

Breeze - page 5
FG360 AIR - page 7
Free Antislider - page 12

BETTER
LEVEL 2 PACKAGE

UPPING YOUR GAME?

$319.98

Storm - page 5
Fiberlite AIR - page 6
Free Antislider - page 12

BEST
LEVEL 3 PACKAGE

$409.98

SEASONED PRO?

Cyclone - page 5
Carbon Fiber AIR - page 6
Free Antislider - page 12
TEAM BOTTCHER
2021 BRIER CHAMPIONS

DOES YOUR CLUB RUN
RENTAL PROGRAMS?

WE CAN HELP!
BULK SAVINGS
We offer bulk order savings on our double gripper
shoes / helmets / FG and FG360 brooms / slip-on
sliders / step-on sliders / slip-on grippers and stylish
protective headgear.

SAFETY
Keep your rental curlers safe and your ice clean with
our new Swagger double gripper shoes. Complete
with sizing designations on the heel of the shoes –
just like bowling!

ASK THE PROS...

Let Goldline show you how a Curling Club rental
program can be successful and sustainable for your
Learn to Curl and rental programs.

“THE SWAGGER DOUBLE-GRIPPER SHOE
HAS MADE MY ICE MAKING EASIER AND MY
BUILDING SAFER. CLEAN, SAFE, AFFORDABLE
– MY RENTAL PROGRAM MAKES EVERYONE
HAPPY AND PAYS FOR ITSELF.”

Contact Erin today at erin@goldlinecurling.com to
learn more about our custom programs.

JOCK TYRE
KELOWNA CURLING CLUB MANAGER

WIN-WIN SUPPORT
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ACCESSORIES
PERSONAL BROOM BAG

KNEE PAD

$64.99

Adjustable pant saver that
also pads the knee.

Easily holds four brooms plus accessories.

ANTISLIDER

$19.99

Made from rubber composition specifically formulated to provide
traction on ice, Goldline’s Antislider comes in two styles. “Regular”
antisliders are narrower in width and fit shoes such as our Podium
series extremely well. “Wide” antisliders were originally developed
to reduce side puckering on Quantum shoes, and are also a
perfect fit for the G50 series.
Regular: XS - XXL | Wide: XXS - XXL

ROCKWATCHER

STOPWATCH

$59.99

$23.99

Timer specifically designed
for curling. Fastens to
broom handle for easy
access.

Durable stopwatch with
lanyard and replaceable
heavy duty battery.
Black or Yellow.

$16.99

FULL SLIP-ON
SLIDER $29.99

STEP-ON
SLIDER $39.99

Designed to be worn over
regular shoes as a temporary
slider. Full length Teflon.

An excellent alternative to tape
for beginners. Upgraded with 1/16”
Teflon slider.

Sizing: S, M, L, XL

Sizing: S, L

SLIDING
TAPE $29.99

DESIGNER
SOCKS $14.99

CURLING
SOCKS $15.99

Economical and
convenient means
of providing casual
curlers with a slider.

Add a little curling fun to
your wardrobe with these
knitted curling motif socks.

Designed specifically
for curling. Highperformance and
wicking properties
keep your feet warm
and dry.

One Size

Sizing: S, M, L

QUANTUM DISCS
Speed 7 $58.99

Speed 10 $78.99

Grippers $39.99

Moderate speed, similar
to 1/8” traditional slider.

Fast, similar to 1/4”
traditional slider.

Sure-footed traction
discs.

TEFLON
SET OF 7

TEFLON
SET OF 7

TPR RUBBER
SET OF 7

GLOVES

CHOOSE THE GLOVES
THE PROS USE!
Goldline has a selection of gloves and mitts that
provide freedom of movement and help you maintain
a grip on your broom during play.
Goldline has the right fit for every player.

PLATINUM GLOVE

$39.99

The right blend of comfort, warmth and
styling. Silicone treatment on the palm for
greater grip. Insulated throughout.
Unisex sizing XS-XXL | Black with white

THERMOCURL GLOVE

$44.99

Ultimate warmth and premium performance.
Layered with HIPORA, a unique polyurethane
coating that locks in heat and shuts out
moisture and cold. Constructed of corded nylon
and neoprene with micro-fleece lining.
Men’s S-XL | Women’s S-L | Black with grey

CURLING MITT

PRECISION GLOVE

$39.99

Designed with strategically placed ultrasuede and silicon padding on palm and
fingers for secure grip. Rubberized velcro
closure. Insulated throughout.
Men’s S-XL | Women’s S-L | Black with
charcoal

$39.99

Synthetic exterior and polar fleece
insulation. Classic styling.
Unisex sizing XS-XL | Black

TEAM MUIRHEAD – OLYMPIC BRONZE MEDALISTS
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PROTECTIVE HEADGEAR
Goldline’s protective headgear offers maximum
protection, comfort and great looks. Designed to
reduce the possibility of serious injury where the feet
slip out and the fall is onto the back of the head.

PO’BOY

$68.99

Black | Icelandic
Sizes: S/M or L/XL

HEADBAND

$68.99

Black | Pink
Sizes: XS/S, S/M or L/XL

TOQUE

...BECAUSE THE ICE IS
A HARD PLACE!
It is important that the protective headgear fits
snug and is worn such that the protective part
covers the apex of the head. All styles come
with a removable chinstrap.

$68.99

BASEBALL HAT

Icelandic | Black/Red

Black with White

Sizes: S/M or L/XL

Sizes: S/M or L/XL

$68.99

CURLING HELMETS
Goldline’s curling helmets are designed to
protect your head in any fall on the ice, and
exceed CE EN 1077-2008 test standards. They
feature a cushioned lining for comfort and are
ventilated to allow air flow. Both styles have
adjusting dials for precise fit and comfort.

Youth Helmet $79.99
Youth 52 to 56 cm

Adult Helmet
$89.99

Small 52 to 56 cm
Medium 56 to 58 cm
Large 58 to 62 cm

For more than a decade Goldline has been proud to be a sponsor and also the
official event merchandiser for the Pinty’s Grand Slam of Curling.
Check out our website for a complete selection of merchandise or better yet,
drop into our pop-up shop at one of this year’s Grand Slams.

TOUR T-SHIRT $24.99
Black with Silver Print.

CURLING AND TACOS
T-SHIRT $29.99

Unisex sizes S-XXL

Blue, Red or Black.
Unisex sizes S-XXL

FLEECE HOODIE $59.99

SOUTHBAY
CURLING JACKET $99.99

SUBLIMATED
JACKET $119.99

Grey, Red, Blue or Black.

Grey with embroidered lettering
over screen print.

Red full zip.

Unisex sizes S-XXL

Men’s sizes S-XXL
Women’s sizes XS-XL

Men’s sizes S-XXL
Women’s size XS-XL

VINTAGE CURLING
T-SHIRT $24.99
Sport Grey, Charcoal Grey,
Red, Blue or Black.
Unisex sizes S-XXL

ASSORTED HATS $24.99

ACRYLIC TOQUES $25.99

Assorted colours and materials, with adjustable closure.

Red, Black or Royal.
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NEW STYLES COMING SOON!

PANTS

Watch for our newest styles to arrive this coming season in
performance tapered fabrics designed to stretch with the
unique movements of you the curler from hack to house!

At Goldline we design our curling pants to be
stylish, comfortable and versatile on or off the ice!

KARLSTAD

$99.99

The men’s Karlstad features a stretch fabric
with inner lining for extra warmth, moving with
the body through the most demanding slides.
They are also ideal for light duty outdoor use,
such as snow shoveling, hiking or playing with
the kids (or grandkids) in the snow.
Sizes: 28 | 30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40

SOFIA

$89.99

The women’s Sofia pants look
great and work perfectly on (and
off) the ice. Casually tailored and
featuring a fleece lining for extra
warmth. Comfortable and relaxed yet
contoured enough to be flattering.
Sizes: 2 | 4 | 6 | 8 | 10 | 12 | 14

VIENNA

$99.99

Relentless support with a super-soft feel
and four-way stretch construction. Wide, flat
waistband with back zipper pocket.
Advanced seam placement to eliminate
pressure points and chafing. Slim, tapered
leg with new gusset design fits just right and
never looks too tight. Machine washable.
Generous hem.
96% Nylon & 4% Spandex.
Sizes: 2 | 4 | 6 | 8 | 10 | 12 | 14

Whether you want to surprise a fellow curling enthusiast
with a keepsake, or simply treat yourself, we have gifts
and novelties every curler will appreciate.

CURLING ROCKS!

3.5” MINI GRANITE
ROCK $64.99

1.5” MINI GRANITE
ROCK $29.99

MAKE GREAT BONSPIEL GIVEAWAYS!

PEWTER ROCK
KEYCHAIN $9.99

RUBBER ROCK
KEYCHAIN $2.99

Red | Yellow | Blue

CURLING WINE CADDY $24.99

Red | Yellow | Blue

WINE BOTTLE STOPPER

ROCK ZIPPER PULL $9.99

$29.99

Pewter | Gold

Red | Yellow | Blue

CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS $14.99

FATHER CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS $4.99

Yellow | Red | Blue | Green

Set of three
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dia.

HOUSE RINGS NECKLACE &
EARRINGS

$44.99 Ring necklace with gold chain
$44.99 Ring necklace with cord
$34.99 Ring earrings
$74.99 Can be sold as Necklace/
Earrings set with gold chain or cord.

HOUSE RINGS WITH BORDER
NECKLACE & EARRINGS

$34.99 Border necklace with gold chain
$34.99 Border necklace with cord
$34.99 Border earrings
$64.99 Can be sold as Necklace/
Earrings set with gold chain or cord.

1.25”x 1.25”

2”

ia.

.75”x .75”

.80” d

EXPLORE
JEWELRY

Explore our collection of unique curling jewelry.
Timeless creations with a truly distinctive elegance.

1”x .50”

1”x .50”

2D GRANITE CURLING ROCK $34.99

Granite/Gold rock with gold chain
Granite/Gold rock with cord
Granite/Silver rock with silver chain
Granite/Silver rock with cord

2D AMBER CURLING ROCK $34.99

Amber/Gold rock with gold chain
Amber/Gold rock with cord
Amber/Gunmetal rock with gunmetal chain
Amber/Gunmetal rock with cord

2D TURQUOISE CURLING ROCK $34.99

1”x .50”

Turquoise/Silver rock with silver chain
Turquoise/Silver rock with cord
Turquoise/Gunmetal rock with gunmetal chain
Turquoise/Gunmetal rock with cord

.75”x .50”

3D GRANITE CURLING ROCK $34.99
Granite/Gold rock with gold chain
Granite/Gold rock with cord
Granite/Silver rock with silver chain
Granite/Silver rock with cord

1”x .50”

2D GLITTERING CURLING ROCK $34.99

Glitter/Gold rock with gold chain
Glitter/Gold rock with cord
Glitter/Gunmetal rock with gunmetal chain
Glitter/Gunmetal rock with cord

3D JADE CURLING ROCK $34.99

.75”x .50”

.75”x .50”

3D AMETHYST CURLING ROCK $34.99

Amethyst/Gold rock with gold chain
Amethyst/Gold rock with cord
Amethyst/Silver rock with silver chain
Amethyst/Silver rock with cord

Jade/Gold rock with gold chain
Jade/Gold rock with cord
Jade/Silver rock with silver chain
Jade/Silver rock with cord

.75”x .50”

3D EMERALD CURLING ROCK $34.99

Emerald/Silver rock with silver chain
Emerald/Silver rock with cord
Emerald/Gunmetal rock with gunmetal chain
Emerald/Gunmetal rock with cord

All Chain Styles - 21” long

SILVER CHAIN
GOLD CHAIN
CORD
GUNMETAL CHAIN

1” wide

1.50

” x 1”

2D GRANITE CURLING ROCK
BRACELETS $34.99

Granite/Gold bracelet
Granite/Silver bracelet

GOLDLINE GOOSH NECKLACE $33.99

Gold symbol with gold chain
Gold symbol with cord
Silver symbol with silver chain
Silver symbol with cord

1”

de
wi

.75”x .50”

3D CURLING ROCK BRACELETS $34.99

Jade rock with cord
Emerald rock with cord
Amethyst rock with cord

in
ha

c
8”

|1

.75” wide

.75” wide

ROCK NECKLACES $19.99

PROVINCIAL & TERRITORY
FLAG PINS $5.99

Gold | Pewter

COUNTRY FLAG PINS $5.99

Complete list of pins available on our website

Complete list of pins available on our website

.80” wide

”

1” x .40

.40” wide

ROCK BROOCHES

$9.99 Gold
$9.99 Pewter
$15.99 Pewter with Gold Accent

SILVER DROP EARRINGS $15.99

STUD EARRINGS $15.99

Gold | Pewter | Silver
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